
$1,499,000 - 4750 Ingulf St, BAY PARK
MLS® #240008435

$1,499,000
3 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 1,831 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Camelot Trails, BAY PARK, CA

Nestled in the tranquil nook of Bay Park, this
property enjoys the serenity of a quiet
neighborhood while being conveniently close
to Western Hills Park. Prepare to be captivated
by the sheer beauty of this home!  A full
remodel has transformed every inch, vaulting
the ceilings to create a sense of spaciousness
and sophistication. The downstairs kitchen and
all bedrooms have been upgraded, elevating
the living experience to new heights. The
kitchen is a masterpiece of design and
functionality. Featuring high-end appliances
and an open concept layout, it is a true chef's
delight, ideal for both casual dining and
elegant entertaining. Flooring has been
updated to throughout, featuring real oak and
travertine in the bathrooms.  The primary suite
boasts a walk-in closet and a stunning primary
bathroom that rivals a spa retreat. Indulge in
the ultimate relaxation with a soaking tub and
a spacious shower, perfectly complemented by
picturesque views of Point Loma and the
southern horizon from the balcony.  Outside is
an intimate oasis, where relaxation awaits.
Unwind in the soothing waters of the hot tub or
enjoy al fresco dining in the cozy outdoor
space. Mature fruit trees provide an
abundance of fresh produce right at your
fingertips. A two-car garage provides ample
storage and parking convenience.  Additional
upgrades include paid solar panels, as well as
an upgraded electric water heater and mini
splits for optimal energy efficiency and comfort
year-round.  This exceptional property offers



the opportunity to experience coastal living at
its finest. Don't miss out!

Built in 1984

Additional Information

City BAY PARK

County San Diego

Zip 92110

MLS® # 240008435

Bedrooms 3

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 1,831

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood OLD TOWN SD (92110)

Garages 2

Listing Details

Provided By: Redfin Corporation
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